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Exhibit With Convenience & Ease
Great for do-it-yourself exhibitors. Banner stands are a popular choice for exhibitors who want convenience and ease. Skyline retractable 

banner stand displays provide a big graphic look yet are lightweight, cost-effective and durable.

Multiple Units Create a Full Display

Banner stand units can be used individually or positioned to 

create an inline display that fits within a 10’ (3 m) exhibit 

space. Complement your display with additional Skyline 

accessories like tables, tablet mounts and more.

Single Units

Because of their ease and mobility, banner stands are perfect 

for many applications like trade shows, special events, 

recruiting fairs, lobbies and more.

Ensure brand consistency throughout your organization by 

making available a fleet of company-approved banner stands. 

Skyline can provide storage and manage them for you.

Tabletops

Skyline Banner Stand 3000-R and Exalt banner stands create 

attractive tabletop displays. For added versatility – and with 

appropriately designed graphics – both systems can be used 

as either a full height banner stand or as a tabletop display 

depending on your application.

Skyline Innovation and Quality
What makes Skyline banner stands unique? Innovative features that give you a refined, professional look and the functionality you 

need to meet your specific objectives. Skyline gives you the best quality display that will last show after show and year after year to 

proudly represent your valuable brand.

Easy Set Up & Transport

Skyline banner stands set up in minutes and are easy to 

transport. Aluminum bases are stylish, durable and 

lightweight.

LED light fixtures highlight graphics and are easy to install, 

cool to the touch for fast dismantle, energy efficient and 

very durable.

Quality and Durability

When you exhibit, your display is your brand. Look your best 

with smartly designed hardware with the highest quality 

graphics to attract attendees and turn them into prospects. 

All graphics are produced in house by Skyline’s experienced 

team so you get the best fit, finish and look for your 

valuable brand.

Easy to Change Graphics

Skyline banner stand bases feature the Skyline Graphic 

Exchange System. This allows you to easily change your 

panel without investing in new hardware – even on the show 

floor. Change your graphics to target specific show audiences 

or to update your look or message.
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Skyline Banner Stand Systems
Skyline offers a variety of banner stand systems to fit your specific exhibiting objectives and budget.

Exalt® Curved Banner Stand

The classic curved look in a retractable banner stand! With 

the simple flick of levers, Exalt transforms from linear to 

curved. Use as a single banner stand or use three units for 

use as a backwall in a 10’ (3 m) booth space.

Myriad® Merchandising

Designed with built-in merchandising, Myriad gives you the 

ease of a banner stand with more flexibility. Acrylic and metal 

shelves, tablet mounts and literature holders are available to  

display products and brochures. Each accessory pole supports 

up to 4 lbs. (8.1 kg). Because Myriad has a fabric center 

connector panel instead of a base and graphic, it is lighter 

weight than three-unit banner stand backwalls and more 

cost effective.

Arrive® Display & Workstation

A full inline display and workstation in one case! The Arrive 

case transforms into a functional table full of features like a 

shelf, storage tray and wire management. 

Choose either an Exalt or Myriad display. The Arrive case 

carries three Exalt units or two Myriad units with a connecting 

center panel along with all case table components.

Shapes Collection

The Shapes Collection has a sturdy, double-sided 

retractable base and layered graphics. The front panel is 

available in a variety of profiled shapes to give your display 

and brand a contemporary edge.

Banner Stand 3000-R

Shock-corded support pole and retractable design makes for 

easy set up. Units can be used alone or designed to be used 

together for use as a backwall display in a typical 10’ (3 m) 

booth space. 34- and 48-inch (86 / 122 cm) wide units are 

available.

“Skyline has been an absolute dream to work with, and I 

don’t give out compliments like that easily.” – American Airlines

Duet® Double Sided Graphic

Duet gives you graphics on both sides of a single panel for 

twice the messaging power. Since there is a single base, it 

is lighter weight and easier to set up. Duet is available in 

34- and 48-inch (86 / 122 cm) wide units.

Protective Cases

Single banner stand units pack neatly in soft-sided cases with a shoulder carrying strap. Multiple 

units pack in a hard-sided protective case that has wheels for easy transport.
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Specifications
Exalt® Inline Display

112"

(284.5 cm)

Weight: 30.8 lbs. (14 kg)

84.5"

(214.6 cm)

Myriad® Inline Display

85.9"

(218.2 cm)

109.6"

(278.4 cm)

Weight: 26 lbs. (11.8 kg)

Note: Graphic art 

set-up varies from 

unit dimensions 

(shown). Contact 

your Skyline dealer 

for file details.

4" (10.2 cm)

Single Case

5” x 5”

(12.7 x 12.7 cm)

1.3 lbs. (.6 kg)

Note: Graphic art 

set-up varies from 

unit dimensions 

(shown). Contact 

your Skyline dealer 

for file details.

34"

(86.4 cm)

83"

(210.8 cm)

Shapes Collection

Weight: 13.2 lbs. (6 kg)

82"

(208.2 cm)

Duet® Double-SidedBanner Stand 3000-R

Weight: 8.3 lbs. (3.8 kg) Weight: 10.8 lbs. (4.9 kg)

83"

(210.8 cm)

34"

(86 cm)

48"

(122 cm)

Note: Graphic art 

set-up varies from 

unit dimensions 

(shown). Contact 

your Skyline dealer 

for file details.

48"

(122 cm)

42"

(107 cm)

Weight: 9.5 lbs. (4.3 kg)

Note: Graphic art set-up 

varies from unit 

dimensions (shown). 

Contact your Skyline 

dealer for file details.

Note: Graphic art set-up 

varies from unit 

dimensions (shown). 

Contact your Skyline 

dealer for file details.

35.9"

(91.2 cm)

48.6"

(123.5 cm)

Weight: 18 lbs. (8.2 kg) Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg)

Carrying Cases

Soft-sided cases include shoulder strap and handles.

36"

(91.4 cm)

36"

(91.4 cm)

50"

(127 cm)

Double Case

5” x 9”

(12.7 x 22.9 cm)

1.8 lbs. (.8 kg)

Wide Case

5” x 5”

(12.7 x 12.7 cm)

1.7 lbs. (.8 kg)

50"

(127 cm)

Hard Case

9.9” x 50”

(25.5 x 127 cm)

5 lbs. (2.3 kg)

Shipping Cases

Includes carrying strap

Hard Oval Case

14.1” x 14.8”

(35.9 x 37.6 cm)

16 lbs. (7.3 kg)

Includes wheels, fits 3 units

41"

(104.1 cm)

Arrive Case

20.5” x 15.5”

(52.1 x 39.4 cm)

37 lbs. (16.8 kg)

43.5"

(110.5 cm)

Arrive® Case/Workstation

Includes wheels, fits a full Exalt

or Myriad backwall display

Note: Graphic art 

set-up varies from 

unit dimensions 

(shown). Contact 

your Skyline dealer 

for file details.

Note: Graphic art set-up 

varies from unit 

dimensions (shown). 

Contact your Skyline 

dealer for file details.

Arched or Straight 

center panel available.


